Attacks on Health Care Dashboard

Overview

57 attacks
105 deaths
138 injuries
17 countries and territories

Number of attacks

Primary object

28 facility
23 provider
5 transport
1 patient

Perpetrator

State (30%)
non state (26%)
unknown (44%)

Intentionality

intentional (37%)
unintentional (4%)
unknown (59%)

Countries and territories with reported attacks (Q1 2016)

Type

bombing (44%)
shooting (18%)
assault (16%)
looting (5%)
abduction (2%)
other (15%)

3-year comparative data

2014
attacks: 338 deaths: 525 injuries: 1024
2015
attacks: 256 deaths: 434 injuries: 537
2016 (Q1)
attacks: 57 deaths: 105 injuries: 138

The data in this dashboard are consolidated by WHO from information that is publicly available and/or provided by relevant WHO country offices. WHO does not verify individual incidents, and cannot guarantee that the data in the dashboard are accurate and/or exhaustive. The dashboard is being published without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. The responsibility for the interpretation and use of the dashboard and the data contained therein lies with the reader. In no event shall the World Health Organization be liable for damages arising from their use.